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Abstract— This paper presents a Bluetooth low-energy (BLE)
transceiver (TRX) achieving ultra-low-power operation for
Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications. The proposed TRX utilizes
a wide-bandwidth low-power fractional-N digital phase-locked
loop (DPLL) as a central component to perform multiple roles:
a direct frequency modulator for the transmitter (TX), an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) for the receiver (RX), a local oscillator
for RX, and a frequency and phase synchronizer for the RX.
The DPLL-based single-path downconversion method is adapted
to halve the analog baseband circuit to further reduce the power
consumption while maintaining a high interference rejection.
A DPLL-based ADC with a digital-to-analog converter feedback
greatly improves the ADC dynamic range, which improves the
RX sensitivity and interference tolerance. By maximally reducing
the required radio frequency and analog front-end components
in RX, an RX power consumption of 2.3 mW is achieved with
a −94 dBm sensitivity. The RX also satisfied all interference
requirements with a certain margin. A 5.0-mW TX is achieved
when delivering an output power of 0 dBm with a frequency-shift
keying error of only 1.89%.

Index Terms— ADPLL, analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
blocker, Bluetooth low energy (BLE), delta sigma, digital-
to-time converter (DTC), direct frequency-modulation, direct
frequency-modulation (DFM), digital phase-locked loop (DPLL),
fractional-N, Gaussian frequency-shift keying (GFSK), hybrid
loop, IIP2, IIP3, interference, low-noise amplifier (LNA), PLL,
sensitivity, single-point modulation, time-to-digital converter
(TDC), transceiver (TRX), ultra-low power (ULP).

I. INTRODUCTION

IN A wireless world, the radio frequency (RF) transceiver
(TRX) plays a major role in connecting devices over the
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air. Because the TRX consumes a significant amount power
in a wireless chip, an ultra-low-power (ULP) operation is
especially important in Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications.
Bluetooth low energy (BLE) is one of the most popular wire-
less standards for IoT applications. The BLE TRX requires
a very long battery life, which means its power consumption
should be minimized as much as possible. In addition, a low
receiver (RX) sensitivity is needed in order to increase the
communication range. The BLE RX should also tolerate strong
interference in order to keep working even in a crowded
wireless environment.

Low-IF and zero-IF architectures [1]–[3] are among the
most common architectures for narrow-band RXs, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). They achieve excellent sensitivity and blocker
tolerance by utilizing both I and Q channels to demodulate the
Gaussian frequency-shift keying (GFSK) data. However, using
both of the branches consumes significant amounts of power
and area. Sliding-IF (SIF) is another popular architecture for
low-power design, although this architecture causes severe
image problems [4]–[7]. Reference [8] proposed a hybrid-loop
RX to improve the blocker tolerance from the SIF phase-
to-digital converter (SIF-PDC) architecture [4]. In order to
realize single-path downconversion demodulation, the GFSK
constellation is transformed into a differential phase-shift key-
ing (DPSK) constellation at the RX mixer output by shifting
the RX local oscillator (LO) frequency by 250 kHz from its
carrier frequency [8]. A digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) is
used as an LO, and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is
used to digitize the analog-baseband (ABB) data from the
ADC path, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This removes the power
consumption from the Q-channel and two ADCs. However,
the signal-to-noise plus distortion ratio (SNDR) of the ADC
path suffers from highly non-linear varactor gain as well as
gain variation due to process, voltage, and temperature (PVT)
variation. The RX sensitivity level and the interference tol-
erances are degraded due to the SNDR degradation of the
ADC path. The RX also suffers from an unknown carrier
phase by using only I-channel for data demodulation, which
decreases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the demodu-
lated data. Furthermore, the ADC path consumes a lot of
power from the time-to-digital converter (TDC) because of its
linearity and resolution requirements. A digitally controlled
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Fig. 1. (a) Low-IF RX architecture. (b) Hybrid-loop RX with a DPLL-based
ADC. (c) Proposed hybrid-loop RX with a dynamic range-enhanced
DPLL-based ADC.

oscillator (DCO)-based phase-tracking RX is proposed [9] to
improve the power efficiency by adopting the single-path
demodulation method. This RX achieved an excellent power
efficiency while maintaining a good sensitivity. The carrier
frequency drift issue is also solved thanks to the phase track-
ing functionality of the RX. However, the adjacent blocker
tolerance is degraded by the sidelobe energy from the free
running DCO [10].

In this paper, we attempt to address the above issues
by the proposed techniques. These techniques are verified
by presenting a 2.3-mW BLE RX achieving a sensitivity
of −94 dBm with all blocker performances satisfied, and
a 5.0-mW single-point direct frequency-modulation (DFM)
transmitter (TX) with an FSK error of 1.89% at an out-
put of 0 dBm in a 65-nm CMOS process. The digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) feedback path is proposed in the
DPLL-based ADC to mitigate the linearity degradation and
the gain variation from the varactor. This greatly improves the
dynamic range of the DPLL-based ADC as shown in Fig. 1(c).
As such, the RX sensitivity level and the interference toler-
ance performances are improved. A digital-to-time converter
(DTC)-assisted fractional-N DPLL is implemented. Thanks
to the reduced range of the TDC by utilizing a DTC,
the TDC achieves a fine resolution with low-power consump-
tion, which improves the in-band phase noise. The highly
linear constant-slope DTC operation ensures a good fractional
spur performance. A 5-MHz bandwidth (BW) is realized

Fig. 2. (a) Concept of conventional open-loop DPLL-based ADC.
(b) Conversion diagrams.

by utilizing the proposed loop-latency reduction technique.
The single-path demodulation is supported by a phase-and-
frequency synchronization loop in the digital domain when
carrier frequency offset is presented.

II. DPLL-CENTRIC RECEIVER

A. DPLL-Based ADC With Dynamic Range Enhancement

The dynamic range of the DPLL-based ADC has con-
siderable influences on the sensitivity level and the blocker
tolerances in the hybrid-loop architecture, so, it needs to be
improved. The DPLL-based ADC uses an oscillator and a
varactor as a voltage-to-frequency (V2F) converter, and the
DPLL performs as a frequency quantizer. Fig. 2(a) shows
the conventional implementation of the DPLL-based ADC [8].
Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the concept of the digitization process,
the ABB data VABB modulates the varactor in the oscillator.
If the oscillator is free running, VABB will produce a frequency
disturbance of KVCO·VABB. However, due to the negative feed-
back operation of the DPLL loop, the DPLL could sufficiently
suppress this disturbance and corrects it at the digital capacitor
bank (PLL path). The compensated frequency of KDCO · DOUT
almost equals KVCO · VABB in the BW of the DPLL. Hence,
DOUT can be used as ADC data. In addition, the KDCO · DOUT
cancels KVCO ·VABB, which produces a stable oscillator output
frequency of fOSC = KVCO·VABB−KDCO·DOUT+ fLO ≈ fLO.
Hence, fOSC can be used as a LO, as shown by the LO path
in Fig. 1(b) as well. The relation between the amplitude of the
input VABB and the output DOUT is

DOUT

VABB
= KVCO

KDCO
· HOL,DPLL(z)

HOL,DPLL(z) + 1
. (1)

The voltage-to-digital (V2D) conversion strongly depends
on the varactor gain KVCO and the digital capacitor bank
gain KDCO. This operation is conducted in an open-loop
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Fig. 3. (a) Proposed closed-loop DPLL-based ADC with improved varactor
linearity. (b) Conversion diagrams.

manner from an ADC viewpoint and easily suffers from
the non-ideality of the loop components. One of the major
problems comes from the non-linearity of the varactor at
VABB input, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Because of the full-range
output from a programmable gain amplifier (PGA), the var-
actor gain varies a lot as the input voltage changes. The
conversion spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is degraded
due to the intermodulation distortion (IMD) and the harmonic
distortion (HD) when performing V2F conversion. Moreover,
the dc voltage of VABB also influences the SFDR as the
linearity becomes much worse at both ends. From (1), a larger
KVCO is desired for achieving a better SNR of V2D con-
version. However, the larger the KVCO is, the worse the
linearity will be. Furthermore, the varactor gain variation
due to the PVT potentially degrades the SNR performance.
As a result, the dynamic-range of the DPLL-based ADC is
greatly degraded due to the open-loop operation. For achieving
better V2F linearity, a varactor array can be implemented with
resistor-interpolated voltage biases [8]. Sixteen varactor banks
are used to achieve a KVCO of 800 kHz/V, which consumes
a large chip area and produces the large parasitic capacitance
of the LC oscillator. In simulation, an SFDR of only 44 dB
is achieved by this linearization technique, and the SFDR will
become worse under PVT variation.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the proposed DPLL-based ADC
works in a closed-loop manner. A DAC is connected to the
output of the DPLL, a pre-distortion signal of VFB is fed back
to the varactor input. Then, VABB is subtracted with VFB by a
signal adder at the varactor input. Due to the negative feedback
of the DPLL, the loop forces VFB ≈ VABB. The voltage range
of VABB is attenuated to Vtune = VABB − VFB at the varactor
input, as shown in Fig. 3(b). If the DPLL BW was very large,
due to the large feedback gain of the DPLL, Vtune will be
forced to be a DC value. Hence, the V2D conversion is not

degraded by the varactor non-linearity. The DAC feedback
path is also used for phase locking. The digital capacitor bank
path is used as a frequency locked loop to lock the frequency
at the correct BLE channels and will be turned off after the
frequency is locked. This ensures that the dc voltage of the
DAC is always around 0.5 V [11].

Fig. 4 demonstrates the operation principles of the proposed
DPLL-based ADC. The frequency of the DPLL is locked to
the required LO frequency of fRX,LO at LO path, the VABB is
extracted from the VRF signal by the downconversion mixer,
a low-pass filter (LPF), and a PGA. The VABB is input to the
DPLL-based ADC at the ADC path and is digitized to DOUT.
In Fig. 4, two loops are presented for the downconversion
process and the digitization process. The downconversion loop
consists of a mixer, an LPF, a PGA, and an oscillator. The PGA
output of VABB will control the oscillator frequency though a
varactor. The oscillator frequency is also controlled by the neg-
ative feedback loop of the DPLL. The downconversion loop
and the DPLL independently control the oscillator frequency
to be synchronized with each input. Conflicts will occur if
both loops have comparable BW. Analysis in [8] shows that
the DPLL with a wider BW than that of the LPF can properly
stabilize two loops, i.e., a stabilized fRX,LO can be realized.
However, excessively increasing the BW of the DPLL will
decrease the stability of the DPLL due to the limited sampling
frequency and the loop latency. This will cause a large peaking
near the DPLL BW which degrades the phase noise. As shown
in the discrete-time model of the proposed ADC path in Fig. 4,
the varactor input voltage is Vtune and the quantization noise
of the DPLL quantizer is Qn . We have

DOUT

VABB
= HOL,DPLL(z)

HOL,DPLL(z) + 1

= T 2
REFKOSC(K P(1 − z−1) + KI )

tRES N(1 − z−1)2 + T 2
REFKOSC(K P(1−z−1)+KI )

(2)
DOUT

Qn
= 1

HOL,DPLL(z) + 1

= tRES N(1 − z−1)2

tRES N(1 − z−1)2+T 2
REFKOSC(K P (1−z−1)+KI )

.

(3)

HOL,DPLL(z) is the open-loop transfer function of the DPLL,
N is the divide ratio of the frequency divider, and tRES is
the time-resolution of the TDC. Equation (2) is the signal
transfer function (STF) of the proposed ADC with a low-pass
characteristic that has the same BW as the DPLL, as shown
in Fig. 5. In (2), the factor of KVCO/KDCO is removed,
as compared with that in (1). The varactor gain dependence for
DOUT is completely mitigated by this closed-loop operation.
Equation (3) shows the noise transfer function (NTF) of the
proposed ADC, which has a high-pass characteristic up to the
DPLL BW. The NTF has a second-order noise shaping around
the dc to provide more suppression of the quantization noise.
We can also write the attenuation factor from the signal input
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Fig. 4. Discrete-time model of the proposed DPLL-based ADC.

Fig. 5. Plots of the STF, NTF, and the attenuation factor with a DPLL
BW of 5 MHz.

Fig. 6. Simulated required varactor linear range versus ADPLL BW.

VABB to the varactor input Vtune

Vtune

VABB
= 1

HOL,DPLL(z) + 1

= tRES N(1 − z−1)2

tRES N(1 − z−1)2 + T 2
REFKOSC(K P(1 − z−1) + KI )

.

(4)

Since the DPLL has a finite BW, the Vtune still has some
amplitude instead of a dc value. As the signal frequency
becomes higher, the attenuation will be smaller as shown
in Fig. 5. Therefore, a wide-BW DPLL is preferred in order
to help reduce the amplitude of Vtune. This mitigates the
varactor non-linearity and improves the SFDR performance
of the ADC. The BW of the DPLL is decided by consider-
ing the required linear range of the varactor and the phase
margin (PM) of the DPLL at a large BW. Fig. 6 shows the
simulated results of the required linear range for the varactor.
As explained by (4), a larger BW of the DPLL can help reduce
the required linear range from the varactor. For VABB with a

Fig. 7. Schematic of the DAC feedback path.

maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 500 mV at 750 kHz,
the attenuation of VABB is very weak for a DPLL BW of
1 MHz. This results in a linear range requirement of 280 mV
for the varactor. The required range can be decreased to
80 mV at the DPLL BW of 5 MHz. Ideally, this range
can be realized by a single varactor without the linearization
techniques. However, as the DPLL BW keeps increasing,
the PM will be degraded. In this paper, the DPLL BW is
designed to be 5 MHz and an estimated PM of 70° ensures
the stability of the DPLL with sufficient margin. Another
advantage of the wide-BW operation is the attenuation of the
adjacent interference outside the baseband signal BW. If the
BW is narrow, the LO frequency fRX,LO may be pulled to the
blocker frequency due to the large signal strength of Vtune.
Fig. 7 shows a schematic of the proposed DAC feedback
path, in which a resistor DAC (RDAC) is used to convert
DOUT to the analog signal. An operational amplifier (OPA)
is used to perform the linear addition at node X, and the
common-mode voltage of Vtune is set to VCOM. The RDAC
converts the varactor gain of KVCO into the digitally controlled
gain of KOSC. A large KOSC will degrade the quantization
noise of the oscillator [12], which worsens the phase noise
of the DPLL. A reduced KVCO will help reduce the required
bits of the RDAC. However, a smaller KVCO will cause a
smaller frequency coverage. If the DPLL suffers from a large
frequency drift, it will easily fail to lock. On the other hand,
the quantization noise from the RDAC will also degrade the
SNR of the DPLL-based ADC. From simulation results of the
DPLL-based ADC, an 8-bit RDAC is enough for achieving
an SNR of 48 dB. The 8-bit RDAC convert the optimized
KVCO of 4 MHz/V into digitally controlled gain of KOSC =
4 MHz/V×2−8 V/LSB = 16 kHz/LSB for minimizing the
phase noise degradation. The thermal noise from the RDAC
is small enough and will not degrade the phase noise of the
DPLL. Because the distortions result from the non-linearity of
the RDAC will appear directly at the ADC output, it is desired
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Fig. 8. Test bench of the V2F conversion gain.

Fig. 9. Simulated linearity of (a) V2F conversion w/o DAC feedback,
(b) V2F conversion with ideal DAC feedback, (c) nonideal DAC, and
(d) V2F conversion with non-ideal DAC feedback.

to have a good linearity of the RDAC to improve the SFDR of
the ADC. For the process used in this paper, an 8-bit RDAC
with over 54-dB SFDR can be applicable when delivering an
output of 500 mVpp. The DPLL BW is calibrated by the least
mean square (LMS) algorithm in the background, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). After calibration, HOL,DPLL(z) will be maintained
constant, regardless of the KOSC variation, and the SNR of the
V2D conversion will no longer suffer from the varactor gain
variation caused by PVT in the conventional open-loop design.

The linearity improvement with the proposed DAC feedback
is validated by carrying out IMD simulations of the V2F
conversion gain on the non-ideal model shown in Fig. 8,
the results of which are shown in Fig. 9. The non-linear
DAC shown in Fig. 8 is modeled using curve fitting from
post-layout simulations. It must be noted that the effects
of noise are not included in the aforementioned model in
order to ensure accurate characterization of the DAC non-
linearity. For characterizing the non-linearity of the DAC,
IMD simulations are carried out with two ideal sinusoidal
test signals (VTEST), each with an amplitude of 250 mVpp.
Without the proposed DAC feedback (excluding the shaded
DAC Feedback block in Fig. 8), the presence of a non-linear

Fig. 10. (a) Conventional data digitization process by the full-range TDC.
(b) Phase domain diagram.

varactor with large input amplitude limits the linearity of the
V2F conversion gain. This is evident from the IMD2 and
IMD3 simulation results on the V2F conversion gain shown
in Fig. 9(a). For evaluating the V2F conversion gain linearity
with the proposed DAC feedback, the DPLL model is included
as an ideal delay cell with a delay value based on system
simulation. The simulation results based on an ideal DAC is
shown in Fig. 9(b), which shows a significant improvement
in V2F conversion gain linearity with 22-dB improvement in
IMD2 and 30-dB improvement in IMD3 as compared with the
system without the DAC feedback. However, the DAC also
contributes non-linearity in the feedback path. The simulated
non-linearity of the non-ideal DAC is presented in Fig. 9(c)
and the simulation carried out using this non-ideal DAC
feedback reveals that the V2F conversion gain linearity is
limited by IMD2. However, the degradation in IMD2 while
using the non-ideal DAC as compared with the ideal DAC is
observed to be under 4 dB in the simulation results presented
in Fig. 9(d), which is still 18 dB better as compared with
the system without the DAC feedback. Note that the linearity
degradation from the DAC will not significantly degrade the
SNDR performance of the DPLL-based ADC.

To gain a more detailed look at the DPLL quantizer,
a detailed phase-domain block diagram is shown in Fig. 10(a).
Conventionally, only TDC is used as the phase quantizer inside
the DPLL [13]. The LC-oscillator consists of a voltage-to-
phase (V2P) portion and a digital-to-phase (D2P) portion. The
V2P portion will convert the input VABB to �V2P, and the D2P
portion will convert DOUT to �D2P. �V2P will be subtracted
by �D2P, which will produce a phase variation of �OSC at the
LC oscillator output. In order to realize fractional frequency
synthesization at the BLE channels, the fractional controller is
used to dither the multi-modulus divider (MMD) to generate
the target fractional phase. This dither operation generates
a large peak-to-peak quantization noise of �Q,DIV = 2π ,
where 2π represents one DCO period. �OSC contributes to
a large output phase error �TDC = �OSC + �Q,DIV at TDC
input as shown in Fig. 10(b). Therefore, a TDC range of
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Fig. 11. (a) Proposed data digitization process assisted by DTC. (b) Phase
domain diagram.

over 2π is required. Just like ADC, the TDC will consume a
significant amount of power due to the resolution and linearity
requirement. The poor resolution of the TDC will degrade
the in-band phase noise, and the non-linearity of the TDC
will produce in-band fractional spurs. The adjacent channel
rejection (ACR) performance will be degraded by the in-band
phase noise and fractional spurs due to reciprocal mixing [14].
In this design, a wide BW is required for the DPLL, which
requires a spur level of less than −40 dBc and a phase noise
of less than −99 dBc/Hz at 3-MHz offset when considering
the most stringent ACR performance at 3 MHz from system
simulations. To maintain a sufficient design margin, a 5-MHz-
BW DPLL with a worst case fractional spur of −50 dBc and
a −110-dBc/Hz in-band phase noise will require a resolution
of 2.5 ps and a normalized integral non-linearity (INL) of
less than 0.5%, according to the system simulation. These
requirements will easily cause a power consumption of more
than 1 mW for the TDC alone [15]. However, from simulation
results, an input signal (VABB) with 500 mVpp will only pro-
duce a �OSC with a maximum phase variation of 0.2π . A TDC
with a range of 2π causes a waste of TDC range and greatly
degrades the power efficiency of the DPLL-based ADC. Since
the TDC resolution and linearity are both important for both
the ADC operation and the fractional-N DPLL operation. The
TDC resolution and linearity should be enhanced with less
power overhead. In this paper, a DTC is used to reduce the
required TDC range [11], [16]–[18] as shown in Fig. 11(a),
which helps improve the resolution and the linearity of the
TDC without power overhead. The fractional controller will
produce a pre-distorted phase signal that copies �Q,DIV and
will control the DTC to produce �DTC. The DTC will add
a quantization noise of �Q,DTC to its output. As a result,
the input at TDC will be �TDC = �OSC + �Q,DIV − �DTC +
�Q,DTC = �OSC + �Q,DTC. Since �Q,DTC is much less than
�Q,DIV, the TDC is only required to cover a phase variation

of 0.2π . To leave some safety margin, a TDC with a range of
around 0.4 π is designed with a 2.5-ps resolution. The power
consumption of the TDC is 150 μW in post-layout simula-
tion. The constant-slope charging method [19] is utilized to
fundamentally improve the linearity of the DTC. The DTC
achieves a normalized INL of 0.3% with 1-ps resolution in
the post-layout simulation. The proposed DPLL-based ADC
achieves a power consumption of around 1.0 mW and a
simulated SNR of 48 dB and SFDR of 54 dB thanks to
the DAC feedback path and the TDC resolution enhancement
technique.

B. Wide Loop-Bandwidth Fractional-N DPLL

As 5-MHz BW for the DPLL is specified by the
DPLL-based ADC, which brings about various challenges,
such as phase noise, fractional spurs, and power consumption.
The standard 26-MHz reference would only be able to support
a BW of around 2.6 MHz for a type-II PLL due to Gardner’s
limit [20]. The reference doubler technique is adopted to
double the 26–52 MHz. The duty cycle issue is calibrated
by using the method in [21]. A time amplifier (TA) [22] is
used to improve the coarse TDC resolution from 20–2.5 ps.
It improves the theoretical TDC quantization noise [23] from
−98 to −116 dBc/Hz within the DPLL BW. Other noise
sources, such as the reference noise, the DTC noise, and the
TA noise, will be superposed on the TDC quantization noise
and worsen the in-band phase noise. In the simulation, a phase
noise of less than −110 dBc/Hz at 500 kHz can be achieved at
the 52-MHz reference because of the improved in-band phase
noise. Another factor that limits the wide-BW operation is the
forward loop latency from the TDC input to the digital loop fil-
ter (DLF) output, as shown in Fig. 12(a). The larger D in Z−D

is, the worse stability will be at wider BW. In [24], a latency
of nearly 3TREF limits its maximum BW to around 4 MHz at
50-MHz reference clock (CLK). In conventional study [25],
the DLF is separated into two paths: the proportional path
(K P path) and the integral path (KI path) without digital
summing at the DLF output. Both paths are fed into different
varactors in the VCO through DACs. This reduces the latency
from the TDC inputs to the oscillator interfaces. However,
the gains of two paths will vary according to the PVT variation
which requires two gain calibration units. Moreover, the lack
of retiming at the proportional path will produce glitches and
hence worsen the phase noise. In the proposed technique,
as shown in Fig. 12(b), the 5-bit coarse quantizer output is
retimed by its own output. As shown in Fig. 12(c), after the
quantizer finishes the quantization and acquires the thermal bit
data (raw data), the quantizer output CLK TON is reused as
the TDC CLK to retime raw data at the TDC decoder. The
quantizer produces the 5-bit TDC data with the aligned CLK.
Overall, the proposed TDC has a latency of �TTDC+�T1 ≈ 2
ns, in which �T1 > �TDec, where �TDec is the operation
time of the decoder. To reduce the DLF latency, the TDC
CLK is further reused as the DLF CLK with a �T2 delay.
If �T2 > �TDLF, where �TDLF is the operation time of
the DLF, the DCO code is still retimed by the same CLK
edge of the TDC output. As a result, the reduced loop latency
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Fig. 12. (a) Forward-loop of DPLL with D · TREF latency. (b) TDC with
the proposed loop-latency reduction. (c) Timing chart of the loop-latency
reduction.

Fig. 13. Phase noise simulations of the 5-MHz-BW DPLL with different
loop latencies.

�TLatency is �TTDC +�T1 +�T2 +�TDAC < 0.5TREF, where
�TDAC is the latency from the RDAC. Since all the data
from TDC and DLF are retimed by a clean edge, the glitches
are removed and the phase noise will not be degraded. The
meta-stability issues due to the retiming operations of the
loop-latency reduction path are well confirmed in post-layout
simulations. To demonstrate the effect of the loop latency
reduction, different latencies are added to the forward PLL
loop as shown in Fig. 13. With a 3TREF latency, large jitter
peaking will appear adjacent to the corner frequency of the
DPLL BW. While using the proposed loop latency reduction,
the phase noise peaking is completely eliminated even at a
BW of 5 MHz and the integrated phase noise is improved by
more than 12 dB from a 3TREF.

Fig. 14. Proposed BLE RX baseband with DPLL-based ADC and
phase/frequency synchronization loop.

Fig. 15. (a) Simulated result w/o frequency and phase synchronization loop.
(b) Simulated results w/ frequency and phase synchronization loop.

C. Hybrid-Loop RX With Phase and
Frequency Recovery Loop

As mentioned earlier, the single-path downconversion
method [8] reduces by half the energy consumption and
the area from the ABB and ADC in the RX. However,
the unknown carrier phase and frequency will degrade the
SNR of the down-converted signal. If there is a constant-phase
mismatch between the LO and VRF, the amplitude of the
down-converted ABB signal VABB will be degraded. VABB is
digitized to DDBB and is further processed by a DPSK decoder
in the digital baseband (DBB) to acquire the 0/1 data. With the
noise associated with the decoder in the DBB, the threshold
will be a Gaussian distribution instead of a constant value. The
reduced amplitude of VABB and the noise will significantly
degrade the bit error rate (BER) of the RX.

Fig. 14 shows the proposed RX baseband, and a phase and
frequency synchronization loop is implemented to improve
the SNR of the down-converted signal. Fig. 15 shows the
simulated results with and without the synchronization loop.
The worst case phase shift of π /2 is assumed in the I-channel
signal as discussed in [8]. As shown in Fig. 15(a), without
synchronization, the amplitude of the down-converted signal
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Fig. 16. Proposed DPLL-centric BLE TRX.

of VABB is greatly degraded. As a result, DDBB will be
falsely decoded. With the synchronization, a timing error
detector (TED) is placed after the FIR filter to detect the ampli-
tude degradation. When the amplitude of VABB is recovered
to its maximum value, we have

(x[n · TS] − x[(n − 1) · TS]) · (x[(n − 0.5) · TS]) = 0 (5)

where TS is the 13-MHz sampling CLK and x[(n − 0.5) · TS]
is the half-symbol point between the current symbol x[n · TS]
and the previous symbol x[(n−1)·TS], as shown in Fig. 15(b).
The detected phase error was filtered and transferred into the
control code and was added with the DPLL frequency control
word (FCW) to instantaneously change the DPLL phase by
varying the output frequency. The VABB amplitude is signifi-
cantly recovered as shown in Fig. 15(b). A settling time of six
data symbols is achieved in the simulation. However, due to
the long delay from VRF to the TED input in Fig. 14, which
is mainly dominated by the fourth-order LPF, the settling time
of the phase and frequency recovery loop will be degraded if
a large carrier frequency offset is presented. When simulated
with a carrier frequency offset of ±100 kHz, nearly 30 μs is
required for proper settling. This excessive settling time exceed
the 8-symbol preamble time required by the BLE specification.
The settling time can be satisfied by dynamically changing
the BW of the LPF. When the receiving signal is detected,
a large BW of the LPF is adjusted to minimize the delay from
VRF to the TED input for fast settling of the synchronization
loop, while the ACR performance will be degraded. After
the synchronization loop is settled, the BW of the LPF is
minimized. In the proposed architecture, there is a tradeoff
between the required preambles and the ACR performance.
In the present study, the LPF is optimized for better ACR
performance. Another issue is that the large interference will
cause additional noise in (5), which will degrade the BER
performance. However, a higher order LPF can be adopted to
suppress this extra noise.

III. BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE BLE TRANSCEIVER

Fig. 16 shows the proposed BLE TRX, which uses
multiple loops for supporting the GFSK data modulation

and demodulation. The proposed RX adopts the concept of
single-channel demodulation by transferring GFSK to DPSK
constellation [8]. DPLL-based ADC is used as an LO source,
and the ADC is used to perform the digitization. The DAC
feedback path is used to improve the dynamic range of the
DPLL-based ADC. The synchronization path is utilized to
synchronize the phase and frequency between the LO and RX
input (RX IN). The reference doubler and loop latency reduc-
tion techniques are used to support 5-MHz-BW operation of
the DPLL. The coarse TDC and a gated loop filter are used to
increase the phase locking speed while saving energy after the
phase is locked by the PLL path [26]. The digitized data DOUT
with a sampling rate of 52 MHz will be decimated four times
by a cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) decimation filter. The
power can be reduced because of the multiplierless structure of
the CIC filter. However, the magnitude response of the CIC fil-
ter has a low attenuation in the passband region. Hence, a CIC-
compensation filter is required to compensate this attenuation
in order to get a flat in-band response. The CIC-compensation
filter has 27 taps, and the overall channel-select filter achieves
a BW of 1 MHz with 10 dB stopband attenuation. The filtered
data will be further processed by a symbol timing recovery
block [27], which recovers the symbol timing and sends the
correct timing to the DPSK decoder. The DFM modulation
path is served for the frequency modulation in the TX. All of
these functions are completed by the low-power fractional-N
DPLL acting as a center component in the TRX. The reuse of
the low-power DPLL cuts a significant amount of power and
aggressively minimizes the TRX power consumption without
sacrificing performance.

A. Receiver Front-End Design

As the highest power consuming part in an ULP TRX,
the power consumption of the radio frequency front-end and
the analog front-end should be minimized. As reported in [28]
and [29], various low-power front-end structures have been
proposed for ULP TRXs. The low-noise amplifier (LNA) is
the most power hungry component due to its noise, linearity,
and gain requirements. In [8], the differential LNA alone
consumes 0.97 mW from a low supply-voltage of 0.6 V.
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Fig. 17. (a) RX front-end implementation with a total supply of 1 V. (b) Low-power consumption source degenerated LNA with stacked gm-cell. (c) LC
oscillator.

Fig. 18. (a) Small area and highly balanced stacked balun. (b) EM simulation of the stacked balun.

To improve the power efficiency of the LNA, a supply of 0.6 V
is utilized instead of 1.1 V for other analog circuits. How-
ever, the LNA requires an additional dc–dc converter and a
low-dropout (LDO) regulator to acquire a 0.6 V supply.

In order to avoid using a different supply–voltage while
maintaining its power efficiency, a new LNA topology is
highly demanded. Fig. 17(a) shows the entire RX-FE imple-
mentation. To realize a significant power reduction while
achieving required performance without lowering the supply
voltage, a new current-reused single-to-differential LNA is
proposed, as shown in Fig. 17(b). With a fully on-chip
matching network, a single-ended LNA with a stacked dif-
ferential transconductance amplifier (gm-cell) is implemented.
A balun is inserted between the LNA and the gm-cell in
order to perform both inductive loading of the LNA and a

single-to-differential converter. The proposed topology can
share the same supply voltage with other analog building
blocks without the need for an additional low-voltage sup-
ply to maintain the current efficiency. The input signal is
amplified in the voltage domain by the LNA and transformed
into a differential signal by the passive balun. To save the
chip area, a stacked single-to-differential balun architecture is
adopted [30]. As shown in Fig. 18(a), this balun is composed
of three turns of primary windings by the top metal (M9) and
four turns of secondary windings by M8. This stacked balun
structure has a high-coupling factor utilizing the same area as a
single inductor. With the center tap of secondary windings con-
nected to ground, the single-ended input signal can be trans-
formed into differential signals, which are directly connected
to the stacked differential gm-cell inputs. In electromagnetic
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simulation, the phase imbalance between the differential ports
is only 0.9◦ and the amplitude imbalance is less than 0.1 dB
at the operating frequency of interest as shown in Fig. 18(b).
To ensure all transistors operate in the linear region, the biases
and the transistor size of the gm-cell and the LNA are opti-
mized in simulations. The total current flows in the gm-cell and
its bias condition decide the drain voltage (VDDLNA) for the
LNA transistor. Consequently, the dc current is reused between
the gm-cell and the source degenerated LNA. In the case of the
mismatch between the two branches in the gm-cell, a 10-pF
capacitor is implemented at the LNA’s VDD to realize AC
ground. Using a 1-V supply, the power consumption of
this stacked structure is only 0.7 mW. With fully on-chip
impedance matching, the minimum noise figure of this LNA
with a stacked gm-cell is 4 dB. With an inverter-based gm-
cell, the RF signal can be transformed into the current domain,
which relaxes the linearity requirements for mixers and analog
front-end. A passive double-balanced mixer is implemented
to avoid the flicker noise and the power overhead from
an active mixer in the voltage domain. A fourth-order LPF
with a BW of 750 kHz is implemented for higher blocker
rejection. The gain of the RX chain can be controlled to
allow different input levels as shown in Fig. 17(a). The switch
capacitor bank (CBANK) is used for accurately controlling the
passband of the LNA, as shown in Fig. 17(b). Gain control
technique [31] is used to digitally control the LNA gain. The
measured gain of the LNA and gm-cell can be adjusted from
12 to 46 dB, and the PGA have a measured gain control range
of 28 dB. The measured 1-dB compression point of the RX
is −14.2/−22.0/−45.5 dBm and the measured in-band IIP3 of
the RX is −3.5/−11.5/−32.5 dBm in the low/medium/high
gain setting of the LNA. The out-of-band IIP3 (OBIIP3)
of +2 dBm is measured by feeding two-tone signals at
2.5000 and 2.5661 GHz to the RX input with an LO frequency
of 2.434 GHz. The OBIIP2 of +58 dBm is measured by
feeding two-tone signals at 2.5000 and 2.5001 GHz to the RX
input with an LO frequency of 2.434 GHz. The detailed oscil-
lator implementation is shown in Fig. 17(c). A CMOS-type
LC architecture is utilized for the low-power operation. Both
the digital capacitor bank and the varactor bank are imple-
mented for the DPLL-based ADC. The varactor bank consists
of four identical varactor cells to perform over a 100-mV
linear range. The wide BW DPLL operation relaxes the
oscillator phase noise requirement. The simulated phase noise
is −110 dBc/Hz at a 1-MHz offset with a power consumption
of 0.21 mW. The tuning range of the oscillator is designed
from 2.2 to 2.6 GHz to cover the 80-MHz BLE band.

B. Single-Point Direct Frequency-Modulation TX

The DFM-TX [32]–[34] draws a lot of researchers’ atten-
tions in BLE applications because of its simplicity comparing
with the Cartesian-TX when performing the FSK modulation.
A Wide-BW DPLL is capable of realizing wider TX modu-
lation BW. However, the DPLL requires additional power to
increase BW. In this paper, thanks to the low-power wide-BW
DPLL with low spurs and good in-band phase noise proposed
in Section II-B, the single-point DFM TX with low-power

Fig. 19. Block diagrams of single-point DFM TX.

Fig. 20. Chip photo of BLE TRX.

Fig. 21. Measured DPLL phase noise at 2441.75 MHz with the TX/RX OFF
and with different signal power of the input when the RX is ON.

consumption can be realized. The pulling effect from the PA to
the oscillator at PA startup becomes severe if the oscillator and
PA work at the same frequency. This effect becomes dominate
at a very large output power of the PA and will degrade the
settling time of the DPLL. The wide-BW operation of the
DPLL can help reduce the frequency settling time of the DPLL
at the PA startup. Fig. 19 shows the single-point DFM TX
design. Class-D PA [35] is implemented to improve the power
efficiency while it results in a large third-order harmonic at
PA output. Hence, an OFF-chip filter is used to suppress this
harmonic. For test purpose, the 1-Mb/s data are generated from
the data pattern generator which is not synchronized with the
sc on-chip reference CLK of 26 MHz. In order to avoid the
meta stability, two D flip-flops (DFF) working at 13 MHz
are used to retime the 1-Mb/s TX data. The encoder transfers
the 1-bit of information into 10-bit signed fixed-point number.
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Fig. 22. Measured stability of the RX when the large in-band blockers and the desired signal are fed to the RX.

Fig. 23. Measurement result of the ADC SNDR.

The data are filtered by a digital GFSK filter with a
Bluetooth (BT) of 0.5 and a modulation index of 0.5. The
GFSK filter output will be normalized using a constant gain
of η, which yields a modulation code of cmod = y · η. The
output will be added to the FCW that has a 6-bit integer part
and 18-bit fractional part. The fractional-N DPLL has a gain of
KDPLL = 52 MHz/218 LSB ≈200 Hz/LSB at the FCW input.
At the output of the PLL, fout = (FCW + cmod) · KDPLL =
fLO + cmod · KDPLL.

IV. MEASUREMENT

The prototype of the proposed BLE TRX is implemented
in a 65-nm CMOS technology. The chip micrograph is shown
in Fig. 20. The measured phase noise of the fractional-N
DPLL is shown in Fig. 21. The DPLL achieves a phase
noise of −110 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset frequency with around

Fig. 24. (a) Measurement result of the PGA output without phase and
frequency synchronization loop. (b) Measurement result of the PGA output
with phase and frequency synchronization loop.

a 5-MHz BW at a frequency of 2441.75 MHz while no
significant jitter peaking is observed thanks to the loop-latency
reduction technique. The worst case in-band phase noise is
−108 dBc/Hz at 1-MHz offset under 80 ◦C. The measured
worst in-band fractional spur of DPLL over all BLE channels
is −51.7 dBc. To validate the input power tolerance of the
RX, different levels of the BLE signals are added at the LNA
input port as shown in Fig. 21. An input power of up to
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Fig. 25. Measured BER with phase and frequency synchronization loop
when the carrier frequency offset is presented in the TX signal.

−10 dBm at 2442 MHz is added at the LNA input in order
to demonstrate the specified maximum input power. With the
gain adaptation of the LNA and the PGA as well as the
wide-BW DPLL operation, the PLL remains locked even with
−10 dBm as the input. The integrated phase noise degrades
around 1 dB at the desired input of −67 dBm. The single-path
downconversion RX is stabilized by the fourth-order LPF and
the 5-MHz wide-BW DPLL loop as explained in Section II-A
when large in-band blockers are presented. The phase noise
of the DPLL can be the indicator of the stability of the RX,
which shows the stability of the LO frequency. In Fig. 22,
the desired signal of −67 dBm at 2442 MHz and different
levels of in-band blockers at ±1 /±2 /±3 MHz are fed to the
RX input at a fixed RX gain. To satisfy the ACR specification,
the required levels of in-band blockers are −82/−50/−40 dBm
at the adjacent frequency of ±1 /±2 /±3 MHz. For the blocker
at 1 MHz with −40 dBm, which is 42 dB higher than the
BLE specification, the LO frequency is still stable, as shown
in Fig. 22(a). The blocker at −1 MHz as shown in Fig. 22(d)
has the biggest impact on the RX system, as it suffers from
less suppression from the LPF due to the shifted RX LO
frequency of 250 kHz for the single-path downconversion
demodulation method [8]. However, this −50-dBm blocker
level is still much higher than the requirement of −82 dBm in
the BLE specification. A −20-dBm blocker power at ±2 MHz
will degrade the stability of the RX and generate noises to
the lower offset frequency, as shown in Fig. 22(b) and (e).
However, sufficient margin is left for the ACR specification.
With the help of the fourth-order LPF, the blockers at ±3 MHz
will not degrade the stability of the loop even with −20-dBm
power, as shown in Fig. 22(c) and (f). The higher order LPF
can be adopted to achieve better RX stability and higher
blocker tolerance while more power is required. In order to
evaluate the dynamic range of the DPLL-based ADC, a pure
sine wave at 250 kHz is given. The ADC output is monitored
using a 10-bit DAC to save pins, and the DFFT is performed
to calculate the SNDR performance. In order to verify the
improvement of the proposed method, the DPLL-based ADC
can be configured as either the conventional open-loop type
with a digital capacitor control path or the proposed close-loop
type. In the conventional open-loop method, a maximum
SNDR of 25 dB is achieved at an input of approximately
−18-dBFS input, as shown in Fig. 23. As the input increase
further, the varactor linearity will become worse and the SFDR

Fig. 26. Measured demodulator with the symbol timing recovery decoder.

will degrade dramatically as the input becomes larger. After we
close the loop by the DAC feedback path, the SNDR continues
to increase, even after −18 dBFS, and reaches around 43 dB
at an input of −6 dBFS. The SNDR starts to degrade after
−6 dBFS due to the saturation of the TDC code and the lin-
earity degradation of the varactor. The linearity improvement
by the DAC feedback path enhances the dynamic range of
the ADC by 18 dB, i.e., an improvement of three effective
bits. The dynamic-range improvement directly improves the
sensitivity and the in-band blocker tolerance.

The phase and frequency synchronization loop is evaluated
by being turned on/off, as shown in Fig. 24. When there is no
synchronization, even a very small phase and frequency error
will degrade the amplitude of the down-converted data at PGA
output, as shown in Fig. 24(a). The analog data could not be
distinguished at digital baseband, and the decoded data will be
wrong as shown in question marks. With the synchronization
shown in Fig. 24(b), the amplitude of the data is recovered.
When the carrier frequency offset is presented as shown
in Fig. 25, the BER is measured at the desired input power
of −67 dBm. The synchronization loop can cover a range of
±100 kHz when the BER requirement of 0.1% can still be
satisfied. If a large blocker of −40 dBm is associated with the
desired −67 dBm signal, the synchronization loop is affected
and the coverage decreasing to ±50 kHz. The digital baseband
is evaluated in Fig. 26. The PGA output, decoded data, and
recovered data CLK are measured using an oscilloscope. Due
to the constellation transform from GFSK to DPSK, the TX
data can be read out as shown in Fig. 26. The symbol recovery
circuit after the FIR filter extracts the correct sampling CLK
and provides the recovered CLK to the DPSK decoder. The
sensitivity is measured by evaluating the BER performance.
The data points of the recovered data and the recovered CLK
shown in Fig. 26 are exported from the oscilloscope. A total
of 10 000 symbols are recoded for the data post-processing
performed using MATLAB. The BER is computed by com-
parison with PRBS9 data. A sensitivity of −94 dBm is
achieved when the BER is still below 0.1%. The blocker
performances are measured by setting the desired signal to
−67 dBm and applying different levels of blocker power.
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Fig. 27. (a) Measurement result of the RX ACR with and without DAC feedback loop. (b) Measurement result of the out-of-band blocker tolerance.

Fig. 28. (a) Measurement result of the TX spectrum mask. (b) Measured eye
diagram of the single-point DFM TX. (c) Settling time of DPLL at 0-dBm
PA output when DPLL and PA startup simultaneously.

The maximum tolerant blocker level is measured when the
blocker power makes the BER over 0.1%. The ACR, as one
of the most important specifications for BLE RX, is shown
in Fig. 27(a). To demonstrate the dynamic-range improvement
of the DPLL-based ADC with and without the DAC feedback

Fig. 29. Measured power consumptions of each building block.

path, the ACRs of both cases are measured. Without the DAC
feedback path, the ACR drops below the specified value in
BLE standard at −3 MHz. With the DAC feedback path,
the ACR is improved by almost 9 dB at −3 MHz and all
points satisfy the BLE standard with a sufficient margin. The
out-of-band blocker performance is measured using the same
method as the ACR measurement shown in Fig. 27(b). This
performance is mainly limited by the out-of-band rejection of
the matching network and the RX linearity.

The single-point DFM TX is measured using the vector
signal analyzer. The spectrum from the PA output at the
BLE channel of 2434 MHz is shown in Fig. 28(a). The eye
pattern is measured as shown in Fig. 28(b). The TX achieves a
1.89% FSK error. The measured worst case GFSK modulation
deviation for a 11110000 data pattern, i.e., � f1, is ±249 kHz.
As for the measured worst case GFSK modulation deviation
for a 10101010 data pattern, i.e., � f2, the result shows a
deviation of ±215 kHz. The measured HD2 and HD3 is
−43.0 and −41.4 dBm, respectively, for a PA output of 0-dBm.
The settling time of the DPLL is measured at the PA output
of 0 dBm when turn on the enable signal of the DPLL and PA
simultaneously. Due to the large DPLL BW, the mutual pulling
effect of oscillator and PA is reduced as compared with [2], [3],
and [6], and a settling time of less than 5 μs is achieved,
as shown in Fig. 28(c). The measured power consumption
breakdowns of the RX and TX, including the DBB are shown
in Fig. 29. A power consumption of 2.6 mW is achieved for the
RX at maximum gain while 5.2 mW is consumed for the TX
when delivering 0-dBm output power. A detailed comparison
with the state-of-the-art BLE 4.0 TX/RX is shown in Table I.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON TABLE OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART BLE 4.0 TX/RX

The RX consumes less power while achieving better blocker
performance.

V. CONCLUSION

A BLE TRX for IoT applications is demonstrated in a 65-
nm CMOS technology. A wide-BW fractional-N DPLL plays
a centric role in the BLE TRX which maximally reduces the
required circuit blocks, thereby achieving the minimum power
consumption. A DPLL-based ADC with the dynamic-range
enhancement technique is proposed and greatly improves the
sensitivity level and the interference tolerance. The proposed
DPLL-based ADC can be utilized in narrow-band wireless
applications. Loop-latency reduction and the reference doubler
help to mitigate the jitter peaking at the 5-MHz-BW of the
DPLL using only a 26-MHz reference CLK and improves the
stability of the RX. Phase and frequency synchronization loop
assists the proper demodulation of the single-path downcon-
version demodulation. For the single-point DFM TX, the wide
BW of the DPLL improves the settling time of the DPLL at
TX startup.
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